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A Match the words with their meanings.  TR 02

B Fill in the blanks with the words above.

1 My friend Jason is   his father.

2 Look! What a  car it is!

3 The movie is   a true story.

4 My uncle was a  in the circus.

5 The boys climbed up the  tower.

6 Some dinosaur bones are   at the museum.

7 There is a  of his family on the wall.

8 He has a  of Superman on his desk.

1

tiny  

2

miniature  

3

performer  

4

photograph  

5

observation  

6

on display  

7

be named for  

8

be based on  

New Words

The Biggest Little Show on Earth01

a. a small model or copy of something b. very small

c. a picture made using a camera d. a person who performs to entertain people

e. the act of watching f. putting something in a place where people can look at it

g. to be founded on h. to have the same name as something else
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The Biggest Little Show on Earth  

5

10

15

TR 03

Do you love the circus? But are you afraid of the 

animals? Or maybe the circus has never visited your city. 

Don’t worry. You can still enjoy the circus. Just take a trip to 

Sarasota, Florida. You can see the biggest little show on Earth, 

the Howard Brothers Circus, there.

The circus is on display at the Ringling Museum. It 

has tiny tents, performers, and animals. Why are they tiny? 

They’re miniatures!

The Howard Brothers Circus is named for Howard 

Tibbals. He has loved the circus since he was three years old. 

( a ) In 1956, he started making a model of a circus. ( b ) It 

was based on his collection of old circus photographs. ( c ) 

He worked for more than 50 years to make nearly 1,000,000 

circus pieces by hand. ( d ) Today, his circus includes 

eight tents, 1,300 performers, more than 800 animals, 

and much, much more! Climb up the observation 

tower to see the circus from above. It’s amazing!

Words 156

8



Comprehension Check Up

 Choose the main idea.

1 What is the passage mainly about?

a. the Ringling Museum

b. the most popular circus on Earth

c. the life of Howard Tibbals

d. a circus made of miniatures

 Choose the correct answers.

2 What did Howard Tibbals use to make the miniatures?

a. old circus photographs b.  pictures from books

c. old circus movies  d.  displays from the Ringling Museum

3 What kinds of miniatures are NOT mentioned in the passage?

a.  performers b.  tents c.  animals d.  photographers

4 Choose the best place for the following sentence.

Most of the pictures were from circuses in the 1930s.

a.    b.   c.   d.  

5 Which is NOT true about the Howard Brothers Circus?

a. It is named for Howard Tibbals.

b. It is the largest miniature circus in the world.

c. Howard Tibbals was one of the circus performers.

d. Howard Tibbals made all the circus pieces by hand.

 Answer the questions.

6 Where is the Howard Brothers Circus?

  

7 How long did it take to make the circus pieces?
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Summary
 Choose and write the words.

The Ringling Museum is in Sarasota, Florida. The Howard Brothers Circus is 

on display at the museum. It has tiny 1  of tents, performers, 

animals, and much, much more. Howard Tibbals has loved the circus since he was 

three. In 1956, he started making a model of a circus. It was 2  

old circus photographs. It took more than 50 years for him to make about 1,000,000 

pieces 3 . You can climb up the 4  tower to see 

the circus from above. It is amazing.

1 a.  toys b.  photographs c.  miniatures d.  pieces

2 a.  named after b.  based on c.  made of d.  on display

3 a.  photographs b.  performers c.  by hand d.  much more

4 a.  miniature b.  museum c.  observe d.  observation

Grammar
 Complete the sentences like in the following example.

You can see the biggest little show on Earth.  ( big )

1 It is  miniature circus in the world.  ( large )

2 Finger monkeys are  monkeys in the world.  ( tiny )

3 It was  circus I ever saw.  ( amazing )

4 Henry was  man in town.  ( funny )
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Review Test 1

  Vocabulary

[1-5] Choose and write the correct words for the definitions.

differ           observatory           tropical           treat           on display

1  :  a place where you can see a view

2  :  to be unlike each other

3  :  a cookie or other type of sweet food

4  :  relating to the hottest areas on Earth

5  :  putting something in a place where people can look at it

[6 -7] Choose the words closest in meaning to the underlined words.

6 Farmers take out the beans inside the pods.

a.   grind  b.   pull

c.   crush  d.   pass out

7 As the name suggests, Belgian waffles are a popular snack in Belgium.

a.   decides  b.   teaches

c.   mentions  d.   hints 

[8 -9] Choose the words opposite in meaning to the underlined words.

8 Some desserts are light and fruity.

a.   creamy  b.   bitter

c.   rich  d.   chocolaty

9 In the United States, apple pie is a common dessert.

a.   unusual  b.   popular

c.   regular  d.   normal
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  Grammar

[10 -15] Complete the sentences by using the given words.

10 You can see the  desert in the world.  ( large )

11 It was the   magic show I ever saw.  ( amazing )

12 His family  all the way to Mexico last week.  ( fly )

13 Henry  her to the observation tower yesterday.  ( take )

14 Jack studies twice    John.  ( much )

15 The British eat chocolate twice    Americans.  ( much )

[16 -20] Correct the underlined words and rewrite the sentences. 

16 My uncle is the most funny man in town.

  

17 Lisa goes on a special trip last year.

  

18 The apple pie is too tasty that everybody likes it. 

  

19 I was excited that I didn’t know what to say.

  

20 She earns twice as many as my brother.
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